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Introducing F-Gas Module

We are proud to be introducing a new F-Gas tracking and
reporting module developed in conjunction with Refcom.
Manage your F-Gas compliance with minimal admin!
Gas Cylinder Management
»» Stock control of all gas bottles
»» Digital management of cylinder locations
»» Helping to minimise rental charges on bottles

Logbook
»» Automatically updated F-Gas logbook
»» Every asset easy to reach for inspection
»» Data synchronisation of every service visit & leak check

F-Gas Tracking
»» Asset tracking – identify recurring problems
»» Generate compliance certificates and data for clients
»» Create waste transfer notes where applicable

Exclusive offer for Refcom members
With the introduction of our partnership with Refcom we will be
offering all Refcom members a special offer:

One free user license for life.
No strings attached! Simply visit www.joblogic.com, sign up for a free
30-day trial and see if the tool is the right match to your business.
0800 326 5561
joblogic.com/refcom

sales@joblogic.com
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Arrival of Refcom Feature to Joblogic Mobile
We are proud to announce the arrival of our Refcom module to Joblogic Mobile.
With full functionality of Refcom features, engineers can now update details for
gas cylinders and view waste transfer notes straight from their mobile device.
Constant Access - While out doing a job, engineers can access the Refcom logbook which
shows any additions, removals, leak checks and corrections made by other workers.
Portability - Engineers can carry information while on-the-go and make any changes, with just
the use of their mobile device.
Ensuring Compliance - Engineers can ensure that the correct gases and weights are used for
Refcom cylinders at customer sites and ones in the company storeroom.
Connected to Back Office - When the engineer can access an internet signal, any changes
they make in the Refcom app will synchronise to the back office.
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